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1 General objectives
NIWE project will demonstrate a new production process able to decrease the embodied energy of the
foundry products by over 25%, reducing drastically its carbon footprint. The demonstration will be
performed in the aluminium, iron and steel sectors.
The expected energy efficiency gains are due to a new furnace that, by means of a power transmission
system based on induction, will allow a highly flexible production. This increase on the production flexibility
attends to the current variability of the foundry products demand.
The current crisis has introduced a high variability in the demand, which can be measured in terms of
quantity and diversity of the demanded products. The manufacturers are now forced to start and stop
many times their production chains, change the moulds and, the most important in energy penalty terms,
to reheat many times big quantities of raw materials. Consequently, the cost efficiency of the process has
suffered a high reduction.
NIWE tackles these actual and current problems by providing a new furnace that will take the power by an
inductive coupling. This will provide a very quick power transmission from the grid to the furnace. This
power will be supplied to the heating system, which, depending on the foundry material could consist on
resistances or induction heating.
The rapidity of the power transmission system, as well as the wireless operation, will allow the use of
smaller furnaces. This way, the reserve of melted material for feeding the moulds will be smaller, and
therefore the required energy to maintain it melted. In addition, the wireless furnace will provide a flexible
operation, allowing a quick modification of the factory layout, which will be based on easy interchangeable
furnaces of different types and sizes, depending on the demand.

1.1 Solutions proposed within this project
The solution was already proposed in the first period, with the case of a new furnace design. This design by
means of a power transmission system based on inductively coupled transfer (wireless system), should
allow a highly flexible production on the involved sectors. This increase on the production flexibility attends
to the current variability of the foundry products demand. This demand can be measured in terms of
quantity and diversity of products. The manufacturers are now forced to start and stop many times their
production chains, changing moulds and, the most important, in energy penalty terms, to remelt several
times bigger quantities of raw materials than it would be necessary. Consequently, the cost efficiency of the
process suffers an important decrease.
Taking into account these actual and currents problems and their resulting costs, NIWE proposes a solution
based on providing a new furnace that gets the electrical power by an inductive coupling system. This
provides a very quick power transmission from the grid to the furnace; it avoids the need of overheating
the melt material in order to have enough temperature to follow the steps on the foundry process, so the
temperature reduction must have a beneficial effect on the consumed energy to keep the material in liquid
state. This power is supplied to the heating system, which, depending on the foundry material consists of
resistances (aluminium case) or induction heating (cast iron and steel cases).
The speed of the power transmission system, as well as the wireless operation, could also allow the use of
smaller furnaces, if suitable, and therefore the required energy to maintain this material melted can be also
reduced.
In addition, the wireless furnace could provide a flexible operation, allowing a quick change of the layout;
this is based on easy movable furnaces, even ladles, of different types and sizes, to adapt to the production
demand.
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1.2 Project objectives for the period
The period reported had the following objectives to reach:
•
•
•
•

The completion of some tasks of the WP2 (first LCA and LCC calculations as well as the first
measurements of the current safety and healthy situations within the industrial partners plants).
The design, construction and first trials of the different demonstrators (WP3 and WP4).
Different dissemination actions (WP8).
The first draft about the detailed engineering of the final demonstrators, afterwards the necessary
validations at lab scale.

Despite all the occurred problems several tasks were performed and, as far as it was possible to reach,
other tasks were at list, started. In this sense, regarding the requirements health issues and specifications
of the system, the phase corresponding to the demonstrators manufacture and trials at lab scale has been
performed with promising results.
After obtaining concepts, ideas and recommendations of different systems in the first stage, the new
process was being developed in this second period and we expect to be able to analyse it shortly.
In conclusion, taking into account the situation occurred, a considerable part of the planned objectives in
this period have been reached and according to the Officer suggestions a new schedule should be done reforeseeing all the pending and future tasks in order to carry out the project more efficiently. The
consortium is going to keep tightly, showing their interest and continuous work. For the third stage we are
putting available the schedule, efforts and means to finish on time the rest of work.
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2 Second Period Report. Actions and achievements
2.1 Technological summary
During the second period, the definitions of the some work lines were carried out, in particular the
technical boundary conditions and health/safety conditions for the new processes and equipment.
Regarding the initial specifications, the starting values in energy consumption and environmental emissions
for each concerned sector were analysed, as well as the Best Available Techniques to know the best data to
be attainable although, sometimes, it is difficult to reach these measurement.
It has been necessary the knowledge of these values to control the needs of the each demonstrator in this
second phase. In addition, these values have to be compared against values obtained with the new
demonstrators constructed for the different sectors involved.
Also the project scenario for each sector was defined and clarified according to the required needs of the
end users (industrial partners). The two main scenarios were defined: wireless system for aluminium and
cast iron and energy reduction for steel.
Hence, the following phases belonging this second period, as the development of heating systems, the ICPT
(Inductive Coupling Power Transfer) design and/or the necessity of refractory material have been
developed taking all the partners into account the same requirements.

Figure 1: The Officer and most of the partners visiting TECNALIA facilities to see working the first lab scale demonstrator
(aluminium)

Once the design of different parts has been achieved in the second stage, according to the specifications
from the first study, the aluminium demonstrator has been manufactured. As advanced information, it can
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be said that now, measurements as energy consumption are carrying out in order to be compared against
standard data obtained from different foundries (see picture above). In this second phase the validation of
the demonstrator at lab scale is being tested (see figure 1) and hence, Life Cycle Assessment or Life Cycle
Costs analysis are possible to complete. During the following months, the basic engineering technical
documents are going to be developed, firstly for the aluminium case, as well as technical documentation
prior to the final demo construction.
Beside this, it is carrying out the final design of other demonstrators (cast iron and steel) almost
simultaneously because the process for both materials has similar characteristics. The selection of
refractory materials has been already performed, as well as the design of heating systems or ICPT design. In
the third period, the complete validation will be carried out together with its corresponding tasks.
As the first lab scale demonstrator has been installed in the TECNALIA’s pilot plant and despite of this
publishable involves activity till the month 30, we decided to mention here this milestone, as well as some
of the deliverables are going to advance comments and some preliminary data. So, we show here a picture
(see Figure 1) about the visit to this demonstrator carried out during the last meeting project the past 17th
of September 2015.

2.2 Main achievements
Three important achievements have been obtained after the period reported but at the moment when this
report is being written:
•

•

The study of the metallurgical implications by means of the DTA techniques (Differential Thermal
Analysis). It has been possible to stablish very accurately the straight dependence of the alloys on
the metallic compounds inside them, one by one. Once this was found the alloys continue being
studied relating them with their particular residual stresses after solidification. This pattern of data
treatment should be replicated, as far as possible, with the iron and the steel. The results should
lead to a new metallurgical concept of processes and should be applied after the project.
The implementation of the first version of ICPT (100 KW) installed in the aluminium prototype. The
prototype is now on trials. In the figure below the design and the prototype for aluminium furnace.

Figure 2: Complete ICPT system design and real installed

•

An innovative heating system based on the use of external resistances embedded in a microporous
refractory material. The selection of this system is mainly due to the fact that the furnaces should
be mobile in the plants and the initially selected submerged resistances are not adequate for this
goal because of the vibrations and their influence in the life of them. The standardization of the
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combination of this microporous material with high efficiency resistances supposes a milestone
since, till today, it only had been used in very especial equipment and NIWE tries to generalize it.
Following this a figure showing the schemes of the initially designed and the final solution selected.

Figure 3: Heating systems for aluminium crucible: schemes of the designed and finally selected respectively. On the right an
example of a similar system of resistances before set up

2.3 Health issues
Respect to issues on aspects as health and safety, an analysis of forecasted risks is being studied in the
previous stage due the possible risks of the new power supply system. It seems that power supplies usually
requires a high power (kW) consumption, so the electromagnetic fields generated by the high power and
the working frequencies must be taken into account and to verify the compliance of the legal requirements
during different phases of the demonstrator (process, design, manufacturing).
Preliminary measurements have been done in the current equipment of the industrial partners as starting
point for these issues. At the moment of this report and as an advance of the following one some pictures
are shown involving the electromagnetic fields measurements on the current prototype.

Figure 4: Electromagnetic fields measurements in one of the project foundries
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Figure 5: Measurements on the aluminium prototype

As conclusions of these tasks it is possible to say that he results of the study of risks should be the basis for
the construction of the demonstrators.
Based on the results of electromagnetic fields measurements undertaken in the aluminium prototype, it is
expected that each demonstrator also meet the limits set by each referential prototype. It is important to
mention that regarding to electromagnetic fields emissions (unshielded and on the ground, machine parts
without closure, etc...) the current prototype is temporally installed in a pilot plant under more
unfavourable conditions than the final demonstrator.
As complements of this first study and according to the project plan, the corresponding measurements on
iron and steel prototypes as well as a study to determine other specific risks of such equipment are going to
be done.

2.4 Dissemination
Some results regarding the dissemination plan or about the foundry market in Europe has been already
analysed to have a first view point from our position. In the third stage, new and more detailed plans and
exploitation strategies will be also studied and agreed.
It is important to emphasize that the above mentioned achievements should be a good source of high
quality publications (papers, congresses, review articles…).
Related to the dissemination tasks, following this are shown some examples of the done activities:

UNITECR
UNITECR is a biennial international conference that is organized in rotation by one of its four "Founding
Member Organizations". The official governing body is the UNITECR International Executive Board (IEB),
composed of representatives of the Founding Member Organizations, the Principal Member Organizations,
and certain individuals elected to the IEB as Distinguished Life Members. The IEB is an international nonprofit organization existing to contribute to the progress and exchange of industrial knowledge and
technologies concerning refractories according to its official By-Laws.
The objective of the UNITECR IEB is to organize the biennial UNITECR and any other meetings with a view to
maintain and develop its activities and generally to contribute to the progress and exchange of industrial
knowledge and technologies concerning refractories.
Original abstracts should be submitted on subjects relevant to the following categories:
•
•

Industrial Refractory Applications
Raw Materials and Recycling
New Induction Wireless Manufacturing Efficient Process for Energy Intensive Industries
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advances in Manufacturing, Control and Installation
Tests, Testing Equipment and Standardization
Innovation in Materials and Technology
Basic Science in Refractories
Refractory Engineering – Design, Modeling and Simulation
Environment and Sustainability
Education
Economic and Political Challenges.

9th International Specialized Exhibition on Technologies and Equipment for Heat
Treatment
The feature equipment and materials from leading world and domestic manufacturers of thermal and
chemical-thermal equipment, refractory materials, thermal insulation, measuring, diagnostic and analytical
equipment will be presented at the exhibition «Heat treatment-2015».
Also participants of the exhibition offer modern complex technical solutions for the implementation and
construction (reconstruction) of modern heating, thermal, methodical furnaces, thermal units, to improve
their energy efficiency: reduction of gas consumption, improve the quality of heating of preparations,
replacing the existing system of heating and automation, as well as high fibrous energy-efficient wearresistant lining materials.
In 2014 91 companies from 14 countries presented their equipment and technologies at exhibition.
Main exhibition sections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial furnaces and installations for all types of thermal and chemical-thermal treatment
Vacuum electroheat
Induction equipment: industrial unit, heaters
Laboratory, analytical and control instrumentation
NEW Cooling system: cooling towers and chillers
NEW Laser hardening
Equipment for thermal equipment
The burner and gas supply systems and automation. System management and regulation
Quenching equipment, oil and environment
Industrial washing machines and lines
Energy saving technologies for thermal processes
Secondary and local volumetric heat treatment, prior and concomitant heating products
NEW Refractories, insulation, graphite and carbon productst
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SDEWES 2015
10th Conference on Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment
Systems
The 10th Conference on Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems – SDEWES
Conference, to be held in Dubrovnik in 2015, is dedicated to the improvement and dissemination of
knowledge on methods, policies and technologies for increasing the sustainability of development by decoupling growth from natural resources and replacing them with knowledge based economy, taking into
account its economic, environmental and social pillars, as well as methods for assessing and measuring
sustainability of development, regarding energy, transport, water, environment and food production
systems and their many combinations. Sustainability being also a perfect field for interdisciplinary and
multi-cultural evaluation of complex system, the SDEWES Conference has at the beginning of the 21st
century become a significant venue for researchers in those areas to meet, and originate, discuss, share,
and disseminate new ideas

Manufuture 2015
The bi-annual Manufuture conference is will take place in Luxembourg on 23-24 November and is
organised under the auspices of the Luxembourg Presidency of the European Union
The EU has defined a strategic objective to boost reindustrialisation and increase the manufacturing
industry’s current GDP contribution of approximately 16% to as much as 20%. In order to succeed, it is
essential to optimise the use of key instruments such as the European Structural and Investment Funds and
Horizon 2020 and widen the access to finance for new manufacturing ventures as well as established
companies with high growth potential on global level.
Manufuture 2015 will:
•
•
•
•

Assess manufacturing research and development progress in Europe compared with global
competitors
Define the conditions needed for successfully reindustrialising Europe
Identify and endorse new policy instruments, business models, support mechanisms and
technologies
Develop recommendations for policy makers

Manufuture 2015 aims to attract around 800 participants. Join a community of business leaders,
researchers, innovators, policy makers, representatives of key technology platforms and numerous
European Commission representatives. Listen to over 50 international speakers and give your input to the
debate about the future of European industry.
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18th International Conference on Manufacturing and Industrial Technologies
The ICMIT 2016: 18th International Conference on Manufacturing and Industrial Technologies aims to bring
together leading academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and share their
experiences and research results about all aspects of Manufacturing and Industrial Technologies. It also
provides the premier interdisciplinary forum for researchers, practitioners and educators to present and
discuss the most recent innovations, trends, and concerns, practical challenges encountered and the
solutions adopted in the field of Manufacturing and Industrial Technologies.
The conference will take place in Barcelona next 15th and 16th Feabrury.
Important Dates
•
•
•
•

Paper submission
August 15, 2015
Notification of acceptance
September 15, 2015
Final paper submission and authors' registration (Camera Ready) October 15, 2015
Conference Dates
February 15 - 16, 2016

Below you may find the fees of the conference.

11th Steelmaking Conference & Expo
The total world steel production coming from electric arc furnaces is today up to 35% and there is a
ceaseless technical development of EFC process and of its auxiliary equipment.
This trend requires a better cooperation of steelmaking operators in focusing on increase in productivity,
decrease of environmental impact and improvement in steel quality.
In addition, the combination of such technology with new plants based on direct reduction of iron ores
makes electric furnace an interesting solution not only for the production route based on steel scrap
recycling but also for a flexible usage of mineral resources.
The 11th European Electric Steelmaking Conference & Expo aims at providing a forum for information
transfer of the latest techniques and applications in electric furnace steelmaking and at bringing together
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steel producers, research and academics active in steelmaking industries, energy production and plant
supply concerns.
As an integral element of the event, EEC 2016 will feature an Exhibition that will enable excellent exposure
for company products, technologies, innovative solutions or services. At this opportunity the Organizers will
set an area strategically located.
This area will be a focal point of the Conference, so that enough time will be available to guarantee a
perfectly targeted potential customer’s environment.
Technical focus
The Conference will cover the following aspects of the electric steelmaking industry, below is shown a
partial list of the aspects related with NIWE project:
Equipment
•
•
•

Refractories
Auxiliary equipment
Maintenance

Future Trends - Innovative Furnaces Efficiency
•
•
•
•

Fast melting
Energy efficiency
Materials recovery
Heat recovery

Environment & Safety
•
•

Emission trading
Safety aspects

Market outlook. Important dates:
Deadline for submission of abstracts

November 15, 2015

Information on Acceptance

January 15, 2016

Opening of the online registration

January 15, 2016

Deadline for Full Paper Submission

March 7, 2016

Fondex
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The Fondex is Metal Production and Processing Trade Show being held from 12 Sep 2016 to 16 Sep 2016 at
Brno, Czech Republic. This event is organized by Not Found in Brno, Czech Republic and will showcase the
latest Metal Production and Processing innovations, trends, and news from around the world. The Fondex
provides all attendees the opportunity to network and trade with some of the top Metal Production and
Processing companies in the world while providing valuable information about the industry.
FOND-EX fair is a place where representatives of foundries and pattern plants from all over the region come
to see the new machines and appliances, and to get acquainted with new progressive technologies and
materials. This position of the fair issued in a high percentage of foreign participants.
Focus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

charge raw materials for foundries
equipment of melting plants
refractory materials
pattern making equipment
materials for moulding and core mixtures
equipment for treatment of sand and core mixtures
runner and riser technology
equipment of moulding shops and core shops
foundry melting and holding furnaces
casting machines and equipment, accessories
equipment and aids for releasing castings from moulds
equipment and accessories for finishing raw castings
equipment and materials for welding, cutting and repairs of castings
equipment and materials for treatment and machining of castings
air conditioning for foundries
transport and storage equipment for foundry industry
robots, manipulators, handling equipment and their accessories for foundry industry
control and regulation technology for foundry industry
measuring and testing technology for foundry industry
computer equipment, control, calculations, simulation
environment protection and disposal of foundry industry waste castings
castings
research, services, institutions, literature in area of foundry industry

METAL 2106 21st International Fair of Technologies for Foundry METAL
21st of International Fair of Technologies for Foundry METAL and the 14th ALUMINIUM METAL &
NONFERMET as well as and Recycling trade show held from 20 to 22 September 2016 in Targi Kielce.
Below may be found some of the topics of the fair:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and production of foundry equipment
Moulding and core-making machines
Moulding materials, sand, bentonite, binders
Equipment for moulding sand preparation, reclamation of quarzsand
Auxiliary materials for foundry practice, foundry ceramics, chemical
Scrap-metal and waste material of metals
Die-casting machines
Computer-aided design of castings and foundry processes
Quality assurance of foundry processes and castings
Refractories materials for foundry practice
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Melting of casting alloys, furnaces and charge materials
Machines and equipment for pouring
Castings made in iron, steel, non-ferrous metals and air heater shoes / forgings (for power, ship,
automobile and mining industry)
Art castings
Equipment and materials for cleaning, welding, and finishing (the surface) of castings
Heat treatment of castings, furnaces and materials
Transport and storing
Measurement technique and material testing
Control and regulation technique, automation of the processes
Environmental protection, minimising of the wastes
Industrial safety and hygiene at work, protective equipment and machines
Organisations, institutions, R&D units and specialist periodicals

Aluminium 2016
ALUMINIUM is the world's leading trade show and B2B-platform for the aluminium industry and its
important application area. Here meets the Who-is-who of the industry. It brings together producers,
manufacturers, processors and suppliers and also end-consumers along the whole supply chain, that means
from raw material along semi-finished up to finished products.

2.5 Project website
At the end of this period the intranet of the website has been implemented and the partners have a
cooperative, exclusive and confidential site to share project information and download all the always
updated official documents, accepted or submitted (http://niweproject.eu/).
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2.6 Management aspects
Despite the problems occurred in the project (different delays caused by partners who left the project,
difficulties for amendment approval and the subsequent impossibility of sharing the prefinancing to some
of them and so on…) and thanks to the prefinancing budget available for the rest of partners, not affected
partners by tasks delayed have continued working as normally as possible. Thus, this has meant that, at
least in the aluminium line, the corresponding tasks only have suffered small delays due to technical
reasons. Fortunately the aluminium line of work is the most suitable to be the first one to start the trials
with the ICPT prototype and the Consortium hopes this will permit continuing sufficiently well and we all
decided to do so.
Some deviations in PMs have occurred in this period caused by some technical problems which some of the
partners had to face. This meant some extra dedication and a small deviation in the number of PMs
justified.
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In the referring to the Consortium, the current crisis as well as internal problems in some partner
companies has hit once again the consortium and two important partners ABP and SEEIF, furnaces and
refractories manufacturers respectively, had to abandon the project. The Coordinator thanks their valuable
work during their participation time.
On the other side, despite the new partners are not yet accepted by the administrative procedures the
Coordinator wants to welcome both, INDUCTOTHERM-ONDARLAN and DEGUISA, and expects from them
the best.
Finally the Project Coordinator changed and since December 2014 Antton Meléndez, in charge till then of
the iron working line, is the new Coordinator.
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3 Conclusions and Project highlights
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The project didn’t stop despite all the problems.
Today the project has recovered the working rhythm.
Three important milestones have been achieved:
o An interesting and new point of view respect the metallurgical quality made by means of
DTA analysis techniques on casted metals.
o The first ICPT installed within the first prototype of furnace (at this moment in industrial
trials in the project pilot plant).
o An innovative heating system by embedded resistances was installed in the mentioned
prototype.
The lost time will obligate to request an extra time to finish properly the project.
The outgoing partners were substituted by new ones of recognized expertise in the sector.
The budgets continue being used according the project running.
An important dissemination task is being done and it is foreseen it will be increased in the short
term by means of the publications of additional and scientific articles.
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